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At our country existing pertaining to crime law and under the policy frame, the 
death penalty case of great majority is "homicide case", the family members of victim 
are crime results of direct bear, have the pain that slice the skin to the criminal offence, 
in this case, the reaction attitude of victim family members to some extent token crime 
of social harm.So, when the victim family members meant an understanding to the 
person of accused and reflected the weakening of social influence of committing 
crime in the certain degree.Usually under the circumstance, the understanding is to 
actively compensate at the person of accused, the cop-out, regrets offense is 
antecedent of, also reflected the variety of accused everyone body dangerous degree 
to some extent.Therefore, victim understanding Be judicatory practice metered Xing 
details in the considering of importance, have important influence to death penalty 
case accused person's pertaining to crime responsibility, but this influence is a limited 
degree of, should be rational but the forbearance ground consider this influence, in 
order to prevent"buy a life by money" wait the emergence of negative image.First, 
pass to understand the substantial contents of the corpus, understanding, understand 
aspects like form,etc, in the definition death penalty case the characteristic of victim 
understanding;Secondly, theoretically easy with of the victim confusing influence to 
illustrate system, pertaining to crime to reach agreement concepts like the system, 
civil case indemnification and victim quantity Xing suggestion power,etc and carry on 
mutually to this, and discover from it victim understanding of true attribute and 
independently value, create solid foundation for theory construction or 
purchase;Again, the pertaining to crime lawmaking, policy draws up and the 
judicatory practices the analysis of present condition, can make us awake ground of 
know to apply in the death penalty case to the victim understanding in how influence 
accused person of pertaining to crime responsibility and the problem of existence;End, 
set up the death penalty case victim understanding apply rule, since reasonable 
exertion again rational restriction victim understanding measures the influence in the 
Xing in the death penalty case, the equal and separately turning of the penalty of 
equilibrium penal code, support the dignity of law. 
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